Trend 3: Social Media
marketing

About this trend
•

Social media is coming of age: Facebook's massive reach - 500m users and
counting and Twitter approaching the 200m mark - make a strong case for brands
to prioritise social media marketing.

•

Social media influences the whole online space: Companies should no longer see
their social strategy and their search strategy as separate - they should instead try
to integrate as much as possible.

•

Social media is good for marketing: It allows users to share experiences, and
brands to benefit from making good things.

•

Social commerce will gain popularity: While still low in comparison to website
shopping, more brands will introduce an online shopping portal in Facebook.

About this trend (cont’d)
•

Facebook and other social media are used during trips by 37 per cent of
international travellers in order to keep friends and those at home informed, or to
post photos online before their return (ETC).

•

52 per cent of the 152 million adult vacationers in the USA are using social
networks in order to discuss their next intended destination with friends, or to
obtain direct information from travel companies (ETC).

5 fundamental social media trends
for 2011:
1) Everything is shifting towards local
2) Mobile at the Heart of Everything
3) Personal Networks are crucial

4) Online video continues to explode
5) Facebook becoming ubiquitous

Click here for a more detailed breakdown of these trends
(source: Simply Zesty)

The Social Customer’s Journey

For a more detailed breakdown of this chart click here
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THE ‘DO’S of SOCIAL MEDIA…
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Social Commerce
• Buying on Facebook: Instead of forcing customers to click through to a site to
complete a purchase, more companies are now offering this in the platform in which
the consumer started such as Facebook, Twitter and YouTube.

New ways to sell
• Sep 2009 French Connection launched YouTique, selling clothes through YouTube.
• Oct 2009 Procter & Gamble began to offer 29 brands via Facebook store
• Dec 2009 Dell announced $6.5m of sales through Twitter.
• Dec 2010 Heineken becomes first alcohol brand to sell goods through Facebook.
(Marketing Magazine, 2010)

Social Commerce (cont’d)
Trends
• 64% of people agree that sharing shopping tips through social networks
would make shopping more fun / interesting. (Future Foundation, 2010)
• Many brands are now experimenting with serious advertising campaigns within
social games e.g. McDonalds on Farmville (Simply Zesty)
• With the average consumer spending around $72 dollars in social games, with a
41% likelihood for a repeat purchase, this is a valuable market to get in front of.
• There‟s money to be made in location targeted promotions, particularly through
Facebook Deals.
• Group buying is a significant trend in social commerce.
• Facebook Credits will become more mainstream in 2011.

Facebook Shops to grow in 2011…

Facebook Shops
• Delta customers can use the airline‟s Facebook shop to book a trip, access their
boarding pass, check their flight status and view trip details. They can see new inflight amenities, like Wi-Fi, or entertainment, offered on the specific flights they‟re
looking to book.
• To keep in touch with friends and family, users can also „share‟ their travel
information.

Facebook Shops (cont’d)
• Consumers visiting Soap.com‟s Facebook store can use their „Shop my List‟
option to access and re-order favourite items.
• Users can also view friends‟ lists to discover new products.

There will be a move towards social media as the
gateway to the internet (UK)
“You said that you consult the internet to arrange your holidays. Please indicate which sources you use:”
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Travel agency websites

Consumer reviews

Government and regional websites

Online newspapers and magazines

Blogs

Social networks (e.g. Facebook, Bebo, MySpace, Twitter
etc.)

Other

Source: lastminute.com/The Future Foundation/nVision
Base: 796 aged 16-65 who arrange their holidays via the internet, GB, 2010

Source: Future Foundation 2011

Social media and holiday planning
“How did social media have an impact on your holiday choice?”
After consulting a social media site I booked my
original holiday choice

Chose a different hotel

Switched resort

Switched airline

Changed agent/operator/website I booked the
holiday with

Holidayed in a different country

Other
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Source: World Travel Market/nVision
Base: 360 respondents who used social media to plan their last holiday aged 18+, 2010

Source: Future Foundation 2011

The impact of social media in the UK
“Do you plan to use social media to help research next year‟s holiday?”

Source: World Travel Market/nVision
Base: 1,000 holidaymakers aged 18+, UK, 2010
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Facebook – who is doing well?
Top 5 Brands on Facebook:
1) Ebay 2) Apple 3) Google 4) Blackberry 5) Amazon
On Brand: www.facebook.com/cocacola
Good Landing Page: www.facebook.com/redbull
Good Content: www.facebook.com/skittles.uk
Interesting Competition: www.facebook.com/IKEAUSA
For Ikea‟s genius tagging campaign click here
Great Report: Top 50 Brands on social media
Good Linked in Groups on social media: Social Media Today,
Social Media Ireland, Social Media Marketing Mavens.

Facebook’s Sponsored Stories

• Facebook is breaking new ground in the sophistication of the marketing opportunities
it offers brands.
• Facebook‟s ‘Sponsored Stories’ initiative allows brand-related news feed updates to be
highlighted to the user's friends in the form of messages appearing on the right-hand side of
the screen - alongside banner ads.
• Facebook's own research shows that "social context" increases ad recall by 68% and
makes people four times more likely to buy the product.
Source WARC, 2011

Innovative Facebook campaigns
•The campaign: Burger King created a Facebook application that rewarded people for
deleting friends on Facebook. All you had to do was delete 10 friends to receive a free
coupon for a Whopper Burger. Every time you deleted a friend it also sent a notification to
their wall, informing they‟d been sacrificed for a free Whopper.
•The numbers: A total of 233,906 Facebook friends were deleted,
resulting in more than 23,000 Whopper coupons issued .

•The campaign: Orange in the UK uploaded a photo from Glastonbury onto Facebook,
which featured over 70,000 people. The task was simple but impressive – tag yourself or
anyone you know who is in the picture. The aim is set the world record for the most people
tagged in a photo.
The numbers: 5,200 Likes in the first week of the campaign, over 8,300 people
tagged at time of writing.

•Delta was the first airline to allow users to book flights directly within a Facebook
Page. The company is also developing their iPhone application.
The numbers: Over 2,700 monthly users of the application

Social Case Study: Radisson Hotel
The Insight: Radisson were surprised by the number of people coming to their hotels
who had been recommended to visit by a friend.
The Strategy: With this insight in mind, Radisson began to use Facebook and Twitter to
drive positive word of mouth. It also created blogs, mainly for SEO purposes. Radisson
put QR codes next to dishes on hotel menus, which when scanned by a guest's
smart-phone linked to YouTube clip of chefs talking about or preparing the dish in
question. Radisson's Facebook ad strategy was based around a competition with
a VIP trip to London as its prize.
The results: The company has generated 10,000 "likes" - with even simple Facebook
status updates getting 30 comments or so - over 5,000 Twitter followers, 200,000
YouTube views and 12,000 blog page views.
For top fans pages associated with
Ireland brands click here

